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In this universe there are unalienable laws, which the more one violates, the
more one will pay a form of return for doing so. One unrelenting law such as this
is the law of harmony, be this of life or society. When this law is violated, on the
body, there is sickness, and in society, collapse and ruin will be the natural
outcome.

You might have noticed that there is not much "Political" commentating anymore
here. The reasons for this are simple: We just have to do what we are doing and
watch as the situation unfolds. The enemy has pushed it too far, too fast, and too
soon.

Do not forget, that a few months ago, mandating medical alterations over what
was in prior experimental, or even conversation about chipping people [Israel
started this conversation] has taken place. The proponents of these ideas have
went into hiding, and now are "laying low", to clearly cover for themselves until
the public forgets. But these crimes happened anyway.

Shinzo Abe's assassination is a big loss for Japan. I have not yet clarified based
on news or information why this could have occurred. If people remember, Abe
was a very very good friend with Donald Trump. The fruit of this crime will be
known by its product.

The chances of the person being just a nutcase, are extremely low. The so called
"killer" did not even try to escape.

He was a conservative and preservationist of Japan and Japanese culture, and
it's no wonder that he was probably brought to the end of his life by proponents
who want to forcibly "modernize" Japan [i.e., millions of Rapefugees per year and
so on]. We will see by the fruit here. Maybe this was also instigated by China, but
that would only be an assumption.

The insanity of severe measures, punishments for those who don't want to
engage in certain medical decisions, media scaremongering is all there. The
trolling started in 2019 and hasn't yet stopped itself. Even if the virus goes to
literally 0% mortality, certain proponents that make a lot out and have control
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freak tendencies will not stop mentioning it.

The Ukraine War has moved on further aside with all these crazy and rather clear
"Great Reset" Agendas, trying to crash the global economy on the so called
"Semitah Year" of the Jews. In regards to this, there is previous commentary. All
of this began the moment the "Co-Vid" was coming to a halt because people
were starting to really fire back against governments and restrictions.

No doubt, this war randomly began on this date because of great need of energy.
Zelensky does not want this war to "stop", and any compromise is beyond him.
Nobody else wants this either and so on. The cost of this is a lot of human life,
financial ruin and instability in the West and the whole world, shortages, and
other problems that have caused more imbalances.

As the enemy saw this, causing financial pressure on people was their next
logical step, both produced by Co-Vid and also deliberately. This weakens the
masses, and as we all know, the architects of "Chaos through order" want people
to be sick, miserable, weak, poor and retarded - as much as possible, to "rule"
over them better.

Wars and other situations which constantly keep humans from advancing, are
necessary to them. These cause great upset in the harmony of the world, and
through this, they try to create "New Orders" and what the worn out Klaus
Schwab and his puppeteers have called as the "Great Reset".

From all the information that is based on hype, fear and so on, three things seem
to be undeniable facts. The enemy is rushing, the enemy wants to implement
certain things before certain times, the enemy is having problems with stability on
a serious manner. And one more thing, none of this has really started just yet.

All of these futile attempts are centered around either eradicating or neutralizing
humanity, robbing people of free will, and generally going against every higher
divine choice that has to do with the plans of the Gods for mankind.

In Ancient historical records, people like this who push this too far, are punished
greatly by the Gods. However, as they are blind they cannot see this. Among the
mild punishments we have the collapse of their own power. Among the heavier
ones, we have what Christians foolishly call as "Hell".

Boris Johnson now, who has been quite open to the Great Reset, has flipped out
and fell like a deck of cards, being forced to resign. In regards to the Georgia
Guidestones, while there are many theories ranging from UFO's and other things
doing the incident, I do personally believe this was either an inside job, or that



certain leaders in the world and even in secret groups, actually have understood
of what a great violation they have caused in the universal consensus.

Maybe they can enslave monkeys with all sorts of tools, but they cannot stop the
higher beings and operators of this world. Israel's past president Netanyahu can
advocate for microchips and robbing of free will and thought as much as he
wants, but in the end of the day, he achieved nothing but a great curse for
himself.

His government also fell like a deck of cards, with Israel's next president Bennett
also walking the path of bringing more instability to Israel. Israel is now treading
into the territory of being at the lack of leadership. As the enemy's evil falls upon
itself, they will be stalled more and more. The greater the intervention of the
Gods, the worse for them.

The planet and our world are in the hands of the same powers they always were,
minus that we have an ongoing flu here that was to be expected from the Gods.
With each interval of every passing generation, leaders and the control of the
planet changes, with the body undergoing temporary shock.

Clearly, a lot of fear and uncertainty in the previous years has caused a lot of fear
to many people. But now all of us here are stronger. We took our choices, found
solutions, and fought our way through.

As a closing note, I want to also say to NOT forget that the enemy's plan is
long-term. Many people expect "Messianic solutions" by 2024 and other things -
but be aware, the enemy *WILL* keep their attacks, and we must also KEEP UP
WITH THE SPIRITUAL WARFARE.

People were questioning where this was going and called the situation "over"
before, due to fear. I told you before, it's not over. The enemy will keep pushing
the agenda for as long as they can. Popular acceptance will slow this down or
crush it. And we have seen nothing yet from the power of our side, all of this is
just the scalping of the surface for all of this.

Our latest Rituals constitute very heavy warfare against the enemy, who is clearly
entering a circle of decline. But that is not enough, as they might recover if they
are allowed to raise their head again.

Satan has said that OUR SIDE HAS WON, and it is true.

To walk there, we have to use our own feet, to win our own personal and external
aspects of this war, same as defeating the inner qualities that have brought all of



this great fall. If we do not do this, the flu that humanity suffers from will again try
to take the reins and do it all over again. We have to show strength and
resilience.

Stay strong during these times, and everything you read on the news, always
take with a grain of salt. For example, many started raving about the "Georgia
Guidestones" that "aliens are here and it will all be over soon" and other disabling
nonsense.

Aliens coming or whatever, still leaves human work undone, and as humans, we
have to do what we have to do as if nobody was expected. These beliefs of
severe escapism are for people who don't know as much as we do, and try to
educate these people by bringing them in the forums here and giving them better
information.

Any of the higher beings can come, and if we have not finished our work, the
moment they will depart, they will have bought us time, and then we will do the
same severe mistakes all over again. As time goes, more and more elect human
souls must practice spiritually so that we avoid the repeat of these mistakes.
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